Third Grade Weekly Facts for Jan. 22 - 26

**Reading** – “What Do Illustrators Do?”, pg. 242-260

- **Story Vocabulary**
  1. **tools** - things people use to help them do a job
  2. **sketches** - quick drawings without much detail
  3. **scribbles** - drawings or doodles, drawn in a quick or careless way
  4. **research** - careful study of a subject or problem
  5. **textures** - the way a surface looks and feels
  6. **imagine** - to see a picture in your mind
  7. **illustrate** - to make pictures that show or explain something
  8. **tracing** - used to copy or trace lines

Your child should be able to **correctly** use these words in a sentence.

**Math** – Fractions

**TEST** – WED, JAN. 24

~ Practice multiplication rings EVERY night!!!!
**www.multiplication.com** is an excellent resource

**Spelling/Grammar**

~Spelling pattern: /j/ and /s/ sound ~ **pronouns**

**Science/Social Studies**

~ weather tools ~ **begin our Jamestown unit**

**Important Info.**

~ Jan. 23 - 12:15 dismissal (floater day) If 2 HR. DELAY, this day gets changed!
~ Our annual blood drive will be on Thursday, March 22. More details will be coming soon.
~ Fridays will once again be our SNOW DAYS at school if there is snow outside to play in.